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How do you say you're beautiful in spanish

In this lesson we will learn to say you are beautiful in Spanish. Keep in mind that any word that describes the characteristics of people or objects in Spanish must match the word they describe in gender. How to say you're beautiful in Spanish? How to say something is beautiful? Here are few ways to say something is beautiful in SpanishEl jardín es hermoso
- The garden is beautifulEl verano es bello - Summer is beautifulEl poema es bello - The poem is beautiful¡Qué preciosa casa! - What a beautiful houseSan Francisco es un bella ciudad - San Francisco is a beautiful cityEl bosque es muy bonito - The forest is very beautifulHow are you beautiful to a woman in Spanish? If you want to say that a woman is
beautiful in Spanish, the word for beautiful must be in feminine form. Feminine words often end in a. See: Gender rules in SpanishLet's take a look at some examples below:Estás bella - You look beautifulEstás bonita - You look beautiful / beautifulEstás guapa - You look attractiveEstás hermosa - You see gorgeousEstás linda - You look lovelyEres bella -
You are beautifulEres bonita - You are beautiful / beautifulEres guapa - You are attractiveDes hermosa - You are gorgeousEres linda - You are lovelyHow to say You are beautiful to a man in Spanish? If you want to tell a man he looks beautiful, change the adjectives to the masculine ending (masculine words often end in o). And adjectives mean the same to
men. But guapo means beautiful, while guapa means attractive. For example: El es hermosoEres belloEres bonitoEres guapoEres hermosoEres lindoBello/Bella means beautiful or lovely. It's a little bit formal and can be used to describe anything, from clothes, views, to people. Bonito/Bonita is more common than bello and can be used to describe
everything. It also means beautiful, but it is less strong. It is much closer to beautiful or nice. Guapo/Guapa should be used to describe an attractive person, especially male. If you want to describe more people then you need to add s to hermosa or hermoso. For examples: They are beautiful - Ella's son hermosas (plural-feminine)They are beautiful - Ellos
son hermosos (plural-masculine)See also: How to say Sea a lovely day in SpanishOther common expression: Good morning beautiful - Buenos días hermosaHello beautiful - Hola hermosaVery beautiful - Muy hermosaHow beautiful - Que hermoso (masculine)How beautiful - Que hermosa (feminine) Rosetta Stone®Learn how to say you are beautiful and
other phrases in Spanish using the award-winning Rosetta Stone app. Like in English there is no shortage of ways to say you are beautiful in Spanish. Here are the most common phrases you want to hear. Don't forget that you will need to use the appropriate feminine or masculine form depending on what you are talking about. Eres bella/bello Eres
hermosa/hermoso (feminine/masculine) Eres preciosa/precioso (feminine/masculine) Eres guapa/guapo (feminine/masculine) The examples above can be used interchangeably, just as they are in English. A good example is that you can tell your significant others that they are beautiful or they are beautiful. It expresses the same feelings. It may take some
time to get familiar with the nuances of Spanish words. But remember, you don't have to tackle them all at once. As you move forward on your language journey, you'll use the version of the phrase you're most comfortable with. Rosetta Stone's Dynamic Immersion® method teaches you the language by throwing you in. Yes, it will be difficult sometimes, but
that's what makes it effective to prepare you to use your new language throughout everyday life. So it's not just about the features but what you are able to do because of them. It helps you get ready to handle situations with confidence. People choose to learn Spanish for different reasons. Many hear the language of their daily lives. After all, Spanish is
heard in popular music, movies and TV shows. Other people want to learn Spanish based on their plans to work, vacation, or volunteer in any of the 20 countries where Spanish is the official language. Whatever your reason, you can get off to a good start by first learning how to pronounce some very basic words and phrases. It is an important step to
understand and be understood by any of the 437 million people around the world who speak Spanish. Too often, new Spanish students focus on remembering long lists of Spanish vocabulary words and phrases. Then they get frustrated because they have little-to-no ability to participate in everyday Spanish conversation. This is why it is recommended that
new Spanish language learners work to understand and pronounce basic words and phrases. This smart and proven approach to learning Spanish will help you learn to confidently and comfortably speak Spanish. You should know that Spanish has some pronunciation distinctions that can make it a challenge for language-appropriate. As an example, the
letter is pronounced r differently and takes some practice for most new students. This particular sound is formed by pressing the tip of the tongue on the roof of the mouth, about a third of the way back into the mouth. Some Spanish language experts suggest that new students practice making the tt sound, as the English word butter says. Refining your
pronunciation skills requires immediate feedback on your efforts. Rosetta Stone helps you sound great with our TruAccent™ a speech recognition engine. Our patented technology compares your voice to native and non-natives in real time – giving you instant feedback to get the most accurate pronunciation. It's also adjustable, allowing you to adjust your
accent as needed. is a powerful tool to help you learn and speak the Spanish language. Once you've mastered basic Spanish words and short sentences, you can move on to the longer sentences you need in everyday conversation. Rosetta Stone's short 10-minute language classes are designed to guide you along this natural path to learning — first
teaching the basics and then tackling the longer sentences. This comprehensive approach will help you acquire the skills to speak Spanish with confidence. Surround yourself with Spanish anytime, no matter where with the Rosetta Stone app. Download a device and knock it out on the train or a flight. Choose a 5-10 minute lesson and sneak it in while you
wait in line or for your turn to show up. And explore dynamic features, like Seek and Speak, where you can point to an object in the real world and get a translation. The best part? You don't have to choose between app or desktop. Both come with your subscription and sync so you can switch between devices seamlessly. Trusted in 25+ years by top
organizations. I love Rosetta Stone's software, and I think the approach to learning languages works. With its excellent user interface, clear instructions, wide range of games and challenges... Rosetta Stone is up to it. The golden standard for computer-based language learning. HSA offers Spanish curricula for all ages. Schedule classes on any day of the
week – you can take them on your own, or share a class and save money! We make it easy to learn at your own pace. READ MORE &gt; HomeQ&amp;AHow do you say You are very beautiful in Spanish? How do you say you're very pretty in Spanish? 230143 viewsupdated Jul 2, 2012edited by the elisesdposted by mynameichanThere is always the choice
of adding ísimo/a to your word. According to my Mexican cuates, guapísima is an ok choice. updated Jul 2, 2012edited by elisesdposted by Robert-Paul-LeMayHey, 'cuates' is new to me, I guess it's kind of slangy, friends? Thanks! Margaretbl, May 9, 2010Perhaps a little simple but pronounced and understood: Muy bonita. updated May 8, 2010posted by
LateToDinnerupdated Jul 2, 2012edited by MonicaK101Eres muy/increíblemente/sumamente hermosa/bella. Sumamente is probably best as muy is a bit weak and increíblemente perhaps a veiled insult. Try them. updated Jul 2, 2012edited by elisesdposted by geofcupdated Jul 2, 2012edited by MeEncantanCarasSonrisOops - hermosa - geofc, May 8,
2010Eres muy bella/linda/guapa. Primera (bella) es mejor. updated May 8, 2010seed by chica_ricawhy? is guapa not so popular in use? - Swing, May 8, 2010 at the end, I've got you, I cried. updated May 8, 2010posted by jacktarAlas ... this is not in Spanish... or relevant to the question ... :( - BubbleBear, May 8, 2010Resm muy hermosa updated May 8,
2010posted by is very beautiful = Tu eres muy bella bella You are very beautiful = tu eres muy bonita I hope this helps you updated May 8, 2010released by FELIZ77 HomeQ&amp;AHow are you saying you are very beautiful in Spanish? How do you say you're very pretty in Mexican? 99941 viewsupdated Apr 9, 2012posted by ddschiavoThe best way to say
that you are beautiful in Spanish or any language is to look into the person's eyes and really listen when talking to you. This tells them they are beautiful. There are no words that need to be said. updated April 8, 2012posted by BrynleighThat is quite good. It's just the opposite of ignoring someone who tells them they're ugly. - Maria-Russell, Sep 20, 2010And
Mexican as language does not exist. In Mexico people speak Spanish updated April 9, 2012posted by 00494d19To a girl would be Eres muy guapa. Welcome to the forum! updated Jun 19, 2010posted by swingEres tan hermosa. You're so beautiful. Eres tan bonita como las flores en mayo. You're as beautiful as the flowers in May. Por mis ojos eres la
mujer más guapa en el mundo. Through my eyes, you are the most beautiful woman in the world. updated April 8, 2012posted by kenwilliams The meaning is a like, but guapa usually means nice. Eres myy hermosa means you are very beautiful. You can also say, Eres tan hermosa, which means you are so beautiful. Other common similar words are bella,
bonita, linda, etcetera. Just look at my name and you can see that I'm fond of Latinas. ¡Buena suerte con las mujeres! updated Apr 8, 2012posted by prometidodefernandaWelcome dd, maybe you'd like to have a look at this compiled info on terms of welcome, love etc. updated Jun 16, 2010postet of 00494d19 00494d19
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